
IDHAYAN’S SPIN THOERY OF GRAVITY  PARTICLE 

GRAVITY PARTICLE 

                                   Our universe is entirely made up of gravity particle, which is spherical, Indestructible 

,identical ,negligible frictional surface. 

ELEMENTARY PARTICLE 

                                   Gravity particle are closely packed and it cannot move, However it can spin, they use 

frictional surface to spin their surrounding particle, They spin geometrically to create an illusion of 

elementary particle or even the particle that made up of elementary particle refer fig 1.1, Their 

efficiency is 100 percent 

  

                                      FIG 1.1 

COSMOS  

EXPANSION OF SPIN WAVE IN BIG BANG 

                                   The gravity particle are aligned closely at rest, When a single gravity particle spin at 

an immensive speed in a fraction of a second refer fig 2.1, 



 

                                                           FIG 2.2 

Which gives away their spin count to the nearby particle geometrically, Then the centre particle comes 

to rest from the spin refer fig 2.2. 

 

                                                 FIG 2.3 

The surrounding particle further spin their nearby particle  ,That is the spinning count is decreased when 

they moving further away from the centre and the number of particle which are at rest starts to spin 

increased refer fig 2.3, 



 

Fig 2.3 

                

The gravity particles in the Big bang core comes to rest also increased. Big Bang grows like the hollow 

sphere that is growing refer fig 2.4. 

 

FIG 2.4 



At a point when the geometrical force creates a spinning wave structure it resulted into the formation of 

an elementary particle , Spinning of these elementary particle resulted into creation of an atom along 

with electromagnetic force  

CONTRACTION OF SPINNING IN THE UNIVERSE 

                                 Difference in spinning gravity particle speed in the loops create friction that attracts 

each other. As a time progress in the contraction of universe ,gaining speed of particle brings down all 

the spinning counts to maximum refer fig 2.5, 

   

FIG 2.5 

That is if a particle X,Y,Z has a spin count of 5,2,1 respectively eventually the Y and Z losses its spin to the 

fastest particle X and become 8 spinning count refer fig 2.6 

 

FIG 2.6 

 

ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVE STRUCTURE AND GRAVITY PARTICLE 



                                By the above theory we can know that gravity is a single loops of particles that spins 

together that goes in and out of elementary particles and electromagnetic waves structural refer fig 3.1   

and 3.2                                                                                     

 

 

 

 electro magnetic wave structure  

FIG 3.1 

 

Electro magnetic wave structure in gravity  loop layer spins at different rate ,  Same colour is the same 

spin count  

FIG 3.2 

 

 


